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Abstract
A model of magnetic

turbulent

electron transport

based on the thermM conduction
t,'fils a Boltzmann

description

path limit and quantitatively
electron measurements

theory of Rechester

of electron dynamics

The model,

and l_.osenbluth, enin the long mean-free-

describes the salient features of supertherma!

in the RFP edge plasma.

of the mean superthermal
asymmetry.

is presented.

Included

electron energy, current

A discussion of the transport

are predictions

density, and power flux

model, the assumptions

implicit in

the model, and the relevance of this work to more general issue of magnetic
turbulent

transport

in toroidal systems is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION
The role of magnetic
well understood.
momentum,

Despite

and energy

quantification

edge p}asma,

insertable

probes,

turbulence

in the interior
uncertain.
anaomalous

devices

field stochasticity,

due to magnetic

turbulent

transport

is uncommon,

where basic turbulence

of tokamaks
magnetic

fluctuations

to dominate

and stellarators,
fluctuations

contributor.

quantities

are small (t3/B

particle

>4

is not

particle,

laboratory

in the tol<amak an(I
can be measured

with

< 10 -4) and electro-

and energy transport.

the role of magnetic

have been

1

-!

confinement

transport

the magnetic

transport

in toroidal

models that describe

is believed

Here,

transport

the existence of theoretical

of magnetic

stellarator

static

turbulent

hypothesized

1 However,
turbulence

as an important

is

In contrast
Field Pinch
larger

to tokamaks
(RFP)

and stellarators,

are relatively

than those observed

lence is hypothesized

in tokamaks

eLtion levels than
a,n improved
tify

achievable

the confinement

herein

quantitatively

magnetic

The

field, includes
current

electric

field and magnetic

data

density,

of magnetic

based

The

field aligned

transport

that

observations

diffusion

in a stocht_sl, ic
electrol_

of the a,ppll:_l

a brief description

of the model,

electron

transport

are compared

with

(ria

The

region

predictions

>_ 0.7).

are also discussed.

of this work in the more general coil_texl;

in toroidal

systems.

Observations

have long been associated

was consistent

on magnetic

sustainment,

electron

as a function

quantitative

Experimental

fluctuations

transport

to quan-

and the expected

of the mean superthermt_l

Following

these

with

naturally

that

current

,

with fundamental
confinement

expected

from an electron

s Similar

estimates

turbulence

Dynamo

is hypothesized

pla,sm_t pro-

in the HBTX-

model

on the ZT-40M

experi-

Theory

of stochastic
(KDT)

dec-

of RFP

to drive the transl)ort

the mean magnetic

le\

transport

results, r Also, the possibility

and concomitantly,

.....

energy

lea,ds to the Kinetic

where magnetic

iii

global

field stochasticity,

ment 'a concur with the HBTX-lA
tron

is necessary

experimental

in the edge plasma

in the RFP. s For exa,mple,

experiment

In addition,

MODELING

A. Motivation:

cesses

devices.

driven

flux asymmetry

experiment

transport

II. TRANSPORT

Magnetic

predictions

with a brief discussion

turbulent

flutter

based on test particle

diffusivity.

used in obtaining

we conclude

aL higher flucru-

experiments

of the RFP

of the superthermal

from the ZT-40M

Finally,

model,

and power

predictions

assumptions

features

quantitative

energy,

quantitative

of magnetic

the salient

in the edge plasma.

transport

transport

of presen_ RFP

and

in which to study the

confinement

turbulent

of momentum

devices.

is a, model

predicts

turbulent

toroidal

of magnetic

performance

an environment

driven

on other

of next generation

Described

in the Reversed

As such, m_tgnetic turbu-

role in the transport

provides

of magnei;ically

understanding

performance

or stellarators.

to play an important

physics

fluctuations

large; *,ypically two t,o three orders of magnitude

energy. 5-r In this sense, the RFP
fundamental

magnetic

field profiles. _

of

_,llflll

In addition
influence

to affecting global confinement,

the electron

ticle diffusivity
investigating

on electron
magnetic

of superthermal

(CLP)

greatly

the central

exceeding

parallel

tra.nsport

energy

that

along B. Furthermore,
to the reversal

suggests

a generation

The existance
plasma,

leads

striking

evidence

is four times

mechanism

to a substantia,1

that

in ZT-40M,

this power flux suggests

a particle

of this transport

wall loading

B. _'he

Model
quantification

electrons

to transport

mechanism

that

flutter

the effect of the transport

sense, the transport

description

on limiters

electrons
that

3

from a kinetic

are accelerate(,! by

field stochastici._,y,

driven

1)3,

that allows the supertherlna.l

fields. We note that this transl)or:,

models,

_s "test-particle"

to

in the core region of the disch_u'ge

the mecha.nism

on the plasma

techni(lues

RFP devices.

derives

In this model, 6a6 electrons

transport

for

is energy dependent.

in next generation

transport

at 25 to

responsible

is crucial for devising

electron

a11d

drift direction

and has been measured

A low level of magnetic
provides

in the edge

flow along B. 11-1'_'1° The most,

mechanism

across the mean magnetic

like most magnetic

electrons

is in the dam_:tge patterns

pa,rallel electric field (Ell - E. B/B)

model,

I

interior, m

tile applied

field fluctuations,

on energy, but their flow is uni-

power

transport

dynamics.

tail is

electric field force which

of the electron

magnetic

electron

t,o

to the applied

a,nd power flux peaking

Ell is ma.ximized.

and comparable

flow in the edge pla,sma,

description

where

have a characteristic

temperature,

of the superthermal

of superthermal

Lang-

electron

from the ion drift direction,

mitigate

electrons

the power flux from the electron

properties

for

potential

and f, calorimeter

flowing superthermal

asymmetric

retarding

the superthermal

in the plasma

of this asymmetry

7,5 kw/cm 2. The observed

Quantification

(EEA)

dependence

is opposed

of unidirectionally

wa.lls. For example,

analyzer

superthermal

surface)

motivation

in the RFP derives from the observation

show that

by an exponentia.1

of the radial par-

to B. Hence a further

the superthermal

Tlm data

can also strongly

due to the dependence

the local edge plasma

temper_tture.

(exterior

turbulence

in the edge plasma. 1° On ZT-40M,

indicate

well chara, cterized

The

velocity

with an electron

muir probe

directional

function

turbulent

electrons

measurements

energy

distribution

magnetic

is not totally

dynamics

self-consistent

is not considered.

like. Nevertheless,

ill

In l,his

as discussed in

Section II, this "test-particle"
of superthermal

description appears to embody the sa.lient properties

electron dynamics in the RFP.

We adopt a drift kinetic equation (DKE) for electrons that is based on the work
of numerous authors, lr'6'ls'2° In cylindrical coordinates,

Of
cgt
where

f

denotes

stant radius.

Of
eEIl(r) c9_ -

Of IcotU,io_+ Of
cot
_ [_to_ha,,ti_
.

the mean electron distribution

(1)

function averaged ox,er a con-

The first term on the RHS of equation

and electron-ion

the DKE is given by2°:

1 is the electron- electron

collision operator, whereas the second term defines the diffusion

operator due to the magnetic field stochasticity.
In general, when considering the contribution

of field line stochasticity

to par-

ticle diffusion, the two approximate constants of motion are the magnetic moment
'

1

, 2

t.t 7rn_vz/B and the total energy e -_-½m_'v_+ ;_,B- eq_a,. Here, vii and va denotes the electron velocity parallel and perpendicular to the local mean inagnetic
field, respectively
in equation

and q_a is the electrostatic

ambipolar potential.

It follows that

l, f is an explicit functiun of r,e, and Ft.

We adopt from earlier work 21'2° the stochastic
sionless (long-mean-free-path)

diffusion operator

in the colli-

limit:

Of

]vll I O

Of

where DF, the magnetic field diffusivity, quantifies the diffusion of magnetic field
lines due to stocha.sticity.
in the quasi-linear

For the case of weak turbulence,

limit as:22

Dr =

/J <

> d.- = Lo< a (o) >,

where Lo, the parallel alltocorrelation
tuations,

DF may be expressed

length of the radial magnetic field fluc-

is defined as'22

4

II'

m'

71"

Lo =
and where
spectral

b,=/?r/lB,

width

/3r is the fluctuating

of the magnetic

is along the unperturbed
In this paper,

turbulence

magnetic

(4)
radial

parallel

component

to B, and the path integration

(l) in steady state (_ + 0). We

to the case where the superthermM

For this case, the stochastic
and electron-ion

of B, Akll is the

field line trajectory.

we seek the solution for equation

also limit the solution

electron

Akll,

diffusion operator
collisions,

dominates

and equation

electr(ms are collisionless.
ttiat for classica,1 electron-

1 becomes
,,

Of
applied

Equation
in steady

5 describes

electric

state,

field

drifts

(5)
stochastic

diffusion

a relevant limit of superthermM

the distribution

the full kinetic

neglects

Of

%

drive

function

field drive and stochastic

to model

=

z,(,.)v,

•

I vii , O

associated

behavior

is set by a balance

diffusion.

We note that

of all plasma

with density

electron dynamics

between the a.pplied

this limit is insufficient

electrons.

gradients,

where,

For example,

field line curvature,

Eq.

VB,

5
and

vz = E0 x B/B 2. The effect of drifts on turbulent

transport

has been discussed

by several authors. 2a'2 In essence, drifts can mitigate

stochastic

diffusion by particle

trapping or by the decorrelation
of particle motion from the turbulent field when
the radial excursion of a drift orbit from the mode rational surface exceeds the
radial

correlation

electrons

length

of interest

in this paper,

diffusion operator

are small.

effect on the transport,
relevant

collisions.

the magnitude

5 also neglects
Previous

in Eq.
distribution

tbr tile superthermal

of these effects on the stochastic

However, drifts and associated

effects can have a large

of the low energy, bulk plasma electrons.

momentum

1.16 In addition,
function,

This is particularly

inward particle

the effects due to electron-electron

work has shown that

due to edge electron

operators
ground

In the RFP,

to the E x B drift which can drive a non-trivial

Equation

tivity

of the turbulence.

a proper

requires

determination

which is necessary
5

and electron-ion

effects such as enhanced

absorption

to calibrate

pinch.

plasma

the inclusion

resis-

of b'ol.ll

of the source or backthe absolute

d .hsitv

of tile superthermal
Nevertheless,

electrons,

requires the inclusion of the collision opera, tor. 2°

equation 5 can provide important

insights into electron distribution

evolution in the presence of magnetic field diffusivity and high magnetic shea,r as
the ratio of applied to critical electric field becomes large (E,t,/E`:,.itic_,l-+ 1).
With these assumptions, the application
leads to a solution of the form:

f(r,e)

-- _

of separation

An F,(r)e-_

of variables to Eq. ,5

for

(vii > 0)

for

(vii < 0)

7l

=

0

(6)
where F,(r) is the nt'hra.dial eigenmade with amplitude A,_. The n th "tempera,t'tlr_"-#
ha.rmonic is defined as

T,,=
where To = eEoa2/DF,

(7)

Eo is the applied electric field on axis, and ,\,_ is the

eigenvMue of mode n set by the boundary

condition that F,_ = 0 at the pl_sma.

edge (r=_).
The magnetic moment # does not explicitly appear in the ditTerential oper_tors
of Eq.

5 or in the functional form of Eq. 6. In the collisionless limit witll no

p_rticle drifts, explicit tt dependence

can be included in gq.

multiplica, tive function G(It). Tha.t is, f(r,e, tt)=
is set by the initial conditions

f(r,e)G(tt).

6 by metros of a,
The function G(tt,)

in the electron source function f(r, eo, tt), where

eo - tLB - e6A. Specific forms for G(tL) will be developed _nd discussed witl_in
the context of comparing the model solutions with experimental
Section C.

measurements

in

The ra,died eigenmodes, F_, satisfy the equa,tion

-Or
--T

+ r Or

F

Eo

_aJ

F_ = O.

(8)

For Ell independent, of radius, the eigenmodes are described by Bessel functions
of order zero, and hence equation 8 has the well known Fourier-Bessel solution.
However, in the RFP, the spatial behavior of Ell(r ) necessitates a numerical solution. The behavior of Eli(r) is calculated by first using a model to calculate
the mean magnetic fields. In this model, called the Modified Bessel Function
Model (MBFM), the RFP is assumed to evolve through a series of quasi- relaxed
states determined by the modified force free equation V x B =A(r)B,

where A(r)

is a function of the minor radius and specifies the parallel current density profile
(A(r) = ItoJ" B/B2). >t For a given discharge, A(r)is
culated MBFM mean fields are consistent

chosen suct t that the cal-

with the measured values of the edge

poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields (Bo(a),B6)

and the toroidal magnetic flux

(rra2 < B,_ >). This force free formalism provides a good approximation
mean field behavior even with finite beta. 2s
Once the mean fields are obtained, the steady-state
relation:

Z,i(,')= £o
where < B,#(r) > and < B0(r)>

Ell(r) is calculated by the

<
&,(,') + <

(!))

denote the mean toroida.1 and poloidal ma.g-

netic fields, respectively. With Ell(r ) determined,

Equation 8 is numericatlysolved

for the first five radial eigenmodes using a fourth order Runge-Kutta
Equation

6 is then inverted using a least-squares

mode anaplitudes.

to RFP

algorithn:. :_;

algorithm to solve for the eigen-

This numerical a.lgorithm was benchmarked

by solving the

Fourier-Bessel equation and comparing the numerically derived solutions with the
ana,lytic Fourier-Bessel solutions. For this compa,rison, the numerical and analytic
solutions agreed to better tha.n one part in a thousand.
C. Comparisons

with Experiment

The most extensive published survey of edge plasma conditions in the RFP, to
date, have been made on the ZT-40M experiment. 1° Of principal interest is tile
use of an electrostatic
energy distribution

energy analyzer (EEA) to measure the ta,ii of the electron

function in the edge plasma.

The primary resull_,of the EEA

mea,surement is the observation of an intense, supertherma,1 electron ta.il that moves
?

with a nearly unidirectional

flow along B in a toroidal sense consistent with ali

acceleration by the applied electric field force in the plasma core (inside the rew._rsal
surface).

The distribution

of energy in the tail electrons is well characterized

.

an exponential

dependence

electron temperature

with a characteristic

by

energy several times the central

(roughly 350 ev for tile 60 kA discharges studied).

m contrast, to the background

,,

plasma temperature

This is

of _ 20 ev. The superthermal

electrons have a density of 2% to 3% of the bulk edge plasma, and they are highly
collisionless in that their mean free path typically exceeds 100 meters.
An important

comparison with the experimental

data is afforded by modeling

the spatia.lly dependent superthermal electron current collected by the EEA, called
(I_EA), as a function of the retarding bias potential,
is related to the electron distribution

IEEA(r, Vt3) oc

VB. In general, this current

function ,f(r,e, F_)by the expression

ftr0

f(r,e,#)

B

v±dv± vlldvll

(10)

where vs = ¢2eVB/m_ a.nd, as previously dis_u_d, f(r,e,#)
?or
= f(,',e)G(It).
quantitatively comparing the model predictions with experimental data, the constants of proportionality

in Eq.10, G(#), as well as an absolute calibration of the

EEA must be determined. In general, this is a diflqcult process due to systematic
uncertainties in the measurements and a lack of information on the source distribution function f(r, e0,/t). However, for a known G(tt), the proportionality

constants

can be estimated

data as a

by performing a least-squares

fit to the experimental

function of bias potentia,1 at one spatial position. The remaining data can then be
directly compared with the model predictions at other radial positions.
Two extreme ca.ses were used to estimate the effect of G(l.t) on the calculation
of [Eu,_. Tlle first case assumed T± << Til and G(lt) = e-"/r_,
Til denote the effective superthermal
respectively.

temperature

perpendicular

where 7_ and

a.nd parallel to B,

The second case assumed T± _ Til which gives G(tL) _ 1: It wa,s

found for these cases tllat the effect of G(t*) on [EE,4 was weak; less that 20%. As
such, a.nd for simplicity, the G(IL) = 1 approximation

is used.

For G(tL) = l, the model predicted analyzer current is given in terms of f(r,e)
by the expression 2r

8

IEEA(r, VB) o<

iO0

f(r,_)

_ (1-

eVs) &.

(11)

We note that the EEA collects current for electrons with parallel kinetic energy
(lmev_) in excess of tile bias potential, eVA, where Vu is referenced to the plasma
vacuum vessel wall. The vacuum vessel wall is also the q_,t= 0 reference in Eq. 5.
Consequently,

the measured electron energy can be direztly related to ¢ in Eq. I1

without specific knowledge of q_A(r).
Figure 1 compares

the measured and calculated

60 kA discharges on zT-40M. The measurements
the discharge, and during a current flat-top.

IZZA(r' V_) for a series oi'

were all obtained at 3 ms into

For _hese discharges, the EEA was

inserted into the edge plasma at r/a values of 0.95, 0.85, and 0.75, respectively, l°
Fig la shows the least-squares

fit to the data at r/a -- 0.95. The measured a,nd

calculated behavior of [Eza(r, VB) at r/a = 0.85 and 0.75 are shown in Figs. l.b _md
lc, respectively.

Insertion further into the plasma or insertion in discharges with

currents exceeding 60 kA was contraindicated
from superthermal

electron bombardment.

due to EEA damage that resulted
As a point of reference, the reversal

surface for this discharge series was estimated at r/a _ 0.8.
The Fig. 1 comparisons show significant agreement between the model predictions and the experimental
mal electron "temperature"

data. The model predicts a spatially uniform supertherin the exterior plasma region. This spatial uniformity

derives from the collisionless nature of the transport,

coupled with an accelera-

tion process that is dominant in the plasma interior where Ell is maximized, hl
addition, the model predicts both the unidirectionality of I_EA along B and the
monotonically

increasing behavior of IEZA(r, VB) as a function of EEA insertion.

The unidirectional,

exponentia.1 behavior of lzz,_ cleriw_s from the w,'locity dep(,l_-

dence of the stochastic

diffusion operator, and its symmetry

with respect to the

direction of vii in Eq. 5.
The slope of IEZA, hereafter called the temperature,
on the first temperature

harmonic, T_. Re_alli_g

it follows that the observed superthermal
determined

is strongly dependent

= ToX,'2=

electron temperature

(Ts) is prim rily

by the applied parallel electric field on axis (E0), the behavior of _'ll

a.s a function of radius (due to mean magnetic field shear), and the magnetic field
9

i
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III

_,l

''

_

'

'

diffusivity.

Thus, by knowing E?0,DF and Ell(r ) for a given discharge, the rueful

superthermal
calculate

electron energy is quantifiable.

Conversely, Eq.

7 can be used to

the mean or globally averaged DF from the known or measured values

oft s, E0, k,, and minor radius (a). A test of model accuracy can then be made
by comparing tl_e calculated mean diffusivity to that inferred from the measured
properties

of the magnetic turbulence.

On ZT-40M, magnetic turbulence has been characterized

for 60 kA discharges

with conditions similar to those used for obtaining the superthermal
rent data. The measurements,

electron cur-

made with a. four fingered 13 probe array insert;ed

I cm into the edge plasma, 2s indicate that tile magnetic turbulence
by m---I, n=t5

-4-2,5 fluctuations

resonant in the plasma interior.

is dolnina,ted
These interior

modes are believed to originate from current driven MIlD activity; the so called
MHD dynamo modes. Owing to the global nature of the modes, the spectral properties of the turbulence

in the edge plasma can be extrapolated

into the plasma,

interior by utilizing an RFP stability model. 2° In this way, the measured I_ crosspower spectrum

is radially resolved in terms of a poloidal (m) a.nd toroidal (n)

eigenmode spectrum

(b,,,,,(r)).

The radial eigenmodes can then be used to infer

D,_ using Eq. 4.
Figure 2 plots DF as calculated

from the edge B measurements

kA discharge series.3 s In comparison, the model predictions
electron measurements

for the 60

for the 60 kA edge

have TL = 317.,5ev, E0 = 7 V/m, a = 0.2 m, and Al, in

which is quantified the Ell(r ) contribution, is 2.8. Using Eq. 7 yields a norma.lized
mean magnetic diffusivity of DF/a = 6.10 .4 which is consistent with the range of
fluctuation

based magnetic diffusivity values shown in Figure 2.

As an alternate

check, we note from the measured I_ spectrum that A/cii_< _

which gives (from gq. ,1) Lo _< rra. From Eq. 7, a DF of 6. 10.4 yields a lower
b,.Irmsof __D__
or 1.4 %. Ags.in,
¥ rr

limit on tlie rms radial magnetic fluctuations

t;_

this value is consistent with the 1 to 2 % values of b_lrms observed for the 60 kA
conditions in ZT-40M.
Finally, a corroborative check on the premise of cross-field magnetic turbulent
transport

is possible by noting that in the quasi-liIlea, r limit, the ra.dial superther-

real electron flux is given by P,g
fluctuation

in the superthermal

__

-1

_

_

7_ < JllB' > where _1

_.

-eJ'_

oo

vllfdv is tlm

electron current, a° In essence, -_1is proportional

10

to [F,F,A, so that
is displayed

I.',B _x< [gZA/_,

>. Experimental

measurements

in Fi_,. 3 and shows an experimentMly

consistent

with an outward

particle

flux driven

significant

or < ]ZEA 1-_ >

correlation

by magnetic

fluctuations,

which is
al
,,

In conclusion,
perthermal

magnetic

electron

does not exhibit
magnetic

dynamics

canonical

diffusivity

This is in sharp

turbulent

contrast

predicts

the observed

III.

electrons

model,

electrons

dependence

of magnetic

of radius.

can achieve very

based on quasi-linear

estimates

or conducted

of moderate

in Ell as _ function

in. the collisionless

Tbe importance

convect roughly

convected

decrease

and spatial

by experimental

elect.:ons

due to the presence

where runaway

transport

temperature

supported

than

limit, tile RFP

field stochasticity

in the edge plasma.

plasm_

of the RFP. Even in the collisionless

to the tokamak,

clue to magnetic

perthermal

role in the su-

and a strong monotonic

diffusion

is further

plays an important

run-away

high energy. 2 The described

trons

transport

test particle

limit, quantitatively
of superthermal

turt)ulent

driven transport

of F_B and the evaluation

six times

more thermal

by electrostatic

elec-

that su-

energy in the edge

turbulence.

2s

DISCUSSION
One ca.n not discuss

systems

without

quantifing

briefly acknowledging

this physical process.

unlike electrostatic
ambipolar.

Thus

inclusion

the transport

particle

between

turbulent

difficulties

associated

with

arise from several issues. For one,
transport

mechanisms.
transport

electrostatic

in confinement

is intrinsicMly

transport

solution

is the

Another

important

self-

turbulence.

This

on th.e driving

and magnetic

non-

turbulent

for using a simple quasi-linear

transport

in

description

ot"

dynamics.

diffusion

fundamental

transport

and the justification

In the preceeding

netic

transport

element of a self-consistent

issue is the effect of induced

a given system,

particle

the fundamental

ma,gnetic turl)ulent

an important

the association

turbulent

The difficulties

turbulence,

of ali relevant

consistency
includes

the role of magnetic

discussion,

model

embodies

transport
premise

physics

in the RFP.

of test

fect and as such, simplifies

we have hypothesized

particle

While

is relevant
not immune

transport

the resulting

Terry and Diamond a2 has shown that

that

analysis.
within
11

that

a quasi-linear

to understanding

test
mag-

from ali di[ficulties,

a.

seeks to decouple

cause from ot'-

As an example,

recent work by

the context

of a collisionless

model

_ Jill._n ....

with thermal

particle

lent transport
compared

distributions,

results

in a reduction

with quasi-linear

consistency

a self-,.onsistent
of order

estimates.

are not applicable

Ii

_, . , i|NIII/i

treatment

of magnetic

turbll-

'"--_"
in the radia.1 transport
mi

when

However, the constraints

to particles

that

are non-resonant

fields (vii > w'/kll ). Thus it is most likely that the superthermal
ii1 this paper are not subject
The question

remains

problems

of generM

the RFP,

where

magnetic

ism shows applicability.
transport

for other

area for further

by self-

with the turbulent
electrons

discussed

to these constraints.

as to the applicabihty

interest

imposed

to the plasma
turbulence

However,

confinement

science

is relatively

the proper
devices

of the quasi-linear
community.
large,

quantification

formalism

to

For the case of

the qua_si-linear

formal-

of m:_gnetic turbulent

reina, ins an open question

and an active

research.
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to be

Figure 1: Experimental

vs. model comparison of collected electron energy analyzer

current (lEE,i) as a function of retarding bias poter._tia,l (Vu) and radial posit,io_
for 60 kA discharges in ZT-40M. The EEA data is shown as points. The solid line
shows the model predictions.

The EEA data and model predictions are normalized

at r/a = 0.95. a) r/a=0.95,

b) r/_=O.SS, _),'/,_=,0.7.5

Figure 2: The normalized

magnetic diffusivity _D_e:based on extrapolations

edge magnetic turbulence measurements,

of

is given by the solid curve. The dotted

curve shows the model calculated value of P_e_necessary to predict the measured
superthermal

electron temperature

Figure 3: Experimental

in ZT-40M.

measurement

or coherence defined as "),=<

]EEABr

of the the norma.1]zed cross-power spectrunl
> /

_ff

< lEE
_2
A >'<

Br_

2

::>.

ma,de by the elec-

tron energy analyzer and insertable magnetic probes in ZT-40M al. The experimentally significant coherence is consistent with the radial transport
electrons by magnetic turbulence.
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